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In every town, university men as pleaders, doctors,
;eachers, or officials became active agents for distributing
progressive ideas, and set the tone of social and moral life.
Western culture came to be recognised as the necessary
equipment for securing progress. A party of reformers
sprang up in every caste. Railways, newspapers, and civic
and political life began to destroy old barriers and pre-
judices. The uplift of woman became an accepted funda-
mental of the new outlook. The education of girls, though
resisted by a few, was favoured by many among the
educated. In advanced castes monogamy came to be the
rule, polygamy the exception. Remarriage of widows was
yet a dreaded heresy; but the public voice unanimously
clamoured for alleviating their lot. Students returning
from England began to be absorbed into the ancestral
fold; and though mercilessly derided, lived to stimulate
liberalising activities. Castes came to be looked upon
as social institutions rather than eternal human
compartments. Inter-dining between castes came into
vogue imperceptibly. It was an age of peaceful adjust-
ment; not school-masterly, nor revolutionary, as were
the ages which preceded it, but wise in the way of
compromise.
Ill
The three authors, Govardhanram Madhavram Tripathi,
Manilal Nabhubhai Dvivedi and Narsinhrao Bholanath
Divatia with which the new period began, were N§gara
Brahmanas. The first two were brought up in an atmos-
phere of rigid orthodoxy, and were protagonists of
Samskrtic revival in literature.
Govardhanram was a practising lawyer and a nephew
of the formidable Mansukharam, His works are: Sarasvati-
Chandra, a novel, Part I (1887), Part II (1892), Part III
(1898), Part IV (1901); Snksharajivana (1899-1903); D&toaU
Jwandkoln (1905), a biographical sketch of his daughter;
DayUramano Akskaradeha ( 1905), an appreciation of
the poet of DaySrama; Navalajivana (1891), a biographical
sssay on Navalram ; and Smliamudrn, a poem (1889). He
also wrote an essay in English, The Classical Pot Is of Gujarat
(1892).

